PRIVACY STATEMENT

Your Privacy
The Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act 2000 came into effect in December 2001 and is designed to promote an Australian culture that respects privacy.

During 2001 the Association of Independent Schools worked closely with a group of member schools and consulted with the Federal Privacy Commissioner’s Office to develop a privacy manual for member schools. The focus of this process was to help schools comply with the Act while enabling them to fulfil their duty of care obligations.

At Wahroonga Prep we make security of personal information a priority. Set out below is the Wahroonga Preparatory School Privacy Statement and the Information Collection Notice, advising you of the types of information the School collects and why the School collects it.

Privacy Statement
Your privacy is important to us. Wahroonga Preparatory School respects your right to privacy and abides by the National Privacy Principals laid down in the Privacy Amendment (Private Sector) Act 2000. Ensuring the security of information held by the School is a top priority.

Collection Notice
The School may collect personal information about you from time to time. The primary purpose of collecting this information is to enable us to inform you about our activities.
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